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My Analysis of Bilderberg 2008
[Editor's Note: See the e-mail I received from Stefan Fobes at the bottom of this page. I like his use of the spelling "Al-CIAda"
attackers/hackers. It tells the whole story right there. I think this is the third article we've put up from Stefan Fobes. He's quick
and can immediately zero in on the Game and the Players; well worht reading...Ken]
By Stefan Fobes < stefobes@gmail.com>
http://educate-yourself.org/cn/fobesanalysisof2008bilderberg23jun08.shtml
June 23, 2008

My Analysis of Bilderberg 2008 by Stefan Fobes (July2, 2008)
http://warofillusions.wordpress.com/2008/06/23/my-analysis-of-bilderberg-2008/
This year’s gathering is quite a unique one. The Prince of the Netherlands joined his mom Queen Beatrix this year. And of
course Queen Sofia of Spain attended, as always.
We’ve got Fouad Ajami, who seems to be a regular. He’s Director of the Middle East Studies Program at the Paul H. Nitze
School of Advanced International Studies, Johns Hopkins University. Another Arab mask on the NWO face. Probably
being ordered to continue misrepresenting Arab culture to youth and propagandizing for the agenda.
Keith Alexander/NSA Director - Some new dirty tricks to watch for this year. Probably some more internet or
communications stories put out to intimidate those who are up in the air decisionwise on whether or not to stand up for their
rights. Headline stories, possibly started in fellow attendee Donald Graham’s Washington Post.
European Commissioners Peter Mandelson of England, Joaquin Almunia of Spain, Neelie Kroes of the Netherlands, and
Charlie McCreevy of Ireland. All of these guys are commissioners for monetary and business related positions. Watch for
significant EU actions that will have something to do with these pieces of the pie and policies that will strengthen big
corporations, most likely at the benefit of the working public.
George Algoskoufis/Greek Minister for Economy and Finance. - The Illuminati have a plan to equalize things by
economically raising up poorer countries and lower down richer ones, such as Britain and the US. Thus you see the influx of
Arab, African, and Mexican immigrants thrown into those countries due to Illuminati created wars and financial crises.
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Algoskoufis has done much for the Greek economy. He is probably being ordered to keep things going in line with this.
Roger C. Altman/Chairman, Evercore Partners, Inc. - Evercore’s website characterizes their advisory managers like this::
“Evercore advisory professionals serve as trusted senior advisors to top corporate officers and boards of directors, helping them
devise strategies for enhancing shareholder value.”
So they are have the corporate dukes and earls ears. Imagine what power an esteemed advisor with expert (whatever the
Illuminati wants them to do) knowledge has. Evercore also manages other people’s money, including pension funds. Now, if
you wanted to hit a company hard, just “manage” the money the right way, activate the newsdroids with talking points, and you
get the public demanding whatever they want instituted. Any new pension fund scandals, check for the Evercore connection.
Ali Babacan/Turkish Minister of Foreign Affairs. - Probably told to get things moving faster with the EU. The ethnically
divided Cyprus seems to be blocking Turkey’s EU integration. He will probably try and broker something real quick to rectify
this.
Peter van Balkenende/Dutch Prime Minister. - Likely was told to keep the EU treaty on the table no matter what, and to help
push more civil liberties thefts. What little liberties the Dutch have left, anyway.
Franco Bernabe/CEO, Telecom Italia Spa - Probable cooperation with the government in accordance with some future
spying on the Italians. Also might help push through Internet2.

Key attendees include:
Kenneth Clark/Conservative Party Member of Parliament, Britain. - Longtime Bilderberger. Has pushed the EU in Britain
like it was to save his life. Still does. Still will.
Carl Bildt/Swedish Foreign Minister - Isn’t it interesting that within two weeks of Bilderberg, the Swedish legislature passed
a law where the government monitors all communications in order to fight “terrorism”. Sweden a terrorist target? Haha. Yeah it
is when you see that the government is the terrorist and the people the targets. This guy is another classic EU PR man.
Tom Daschle/Former Senate Majority Leader - Now this was really unexpected. Watch for this guy to serve in an Obama
presidency. He has rejected the possibility of being Vice, but wants instead to be Health and Human Services Secretary. Strange
want, that. He’s going places, for sure.
Antonio Costa/Mayor of Lisbon & Rui Rio/Mayor of Porto - These are the two largest cities in Portugal. Something is being
planned for the people of Portugal. The EU Constitution has been named the Lisbon Treaty, and a terrorist attack would help
the EU treaty real well at this point, as well as a couple of reliable mayors who would help steer Europe in the”right” direction
with moving speeches.
The Federal Reserve Bank of New York President Timothy Geithner and Fed Chairman Bernanke were in attendance, as
well as Jean-Claude Trichet, EU Central Bank President, Mario Draghi, the head of Banca d’Italia, Josef Ackermann,
Chairman of the Management Board of Deutsche Bank AG, Tom McKillop, Chairman of the Royal Bank of Scotland Group,
and Seppo Honkapohja, Board member of the Bank of Finland. Bilderberg hunter Jim Tucker has reported from his sources
that the European Bilderbergers are not in favor of an Iran war because of its economic effects — it’d crash things too fast. He
said Bernanke might raise interest rates, and Bernanke has made gestures towards this already. Already the prospect of higher
interest rates have caused oil to drop below $131 a barrel.
The real stars of the show, in my opinion, are Martha J. Farah, the Director of the Center for Cognitive Neuroscience, and
Walter H. Annenberg, University of Pennsylvania Professor in the Natural Sciences. Jim Tucker has revealed that
Bilderberg want their beloved chip in us this year. These two attendees combined knowledge of biochemistry, the brain, and
neuroscience would do well in this. Watch for these guys on 60 Minutes, PBS, or the History Channel. Tucker also says that the
justification for this would be to help treat a patient in an emergency situation. Probably might let the lid off of rampant medical
malpractice and use that as an opener or something in the media that will tug at the heartstrings. Also, a new influx of blond
haired/blue eyed terrorism is also planned to fear us into this. The only place I could think of where the blondes are militant
enough and Muslim enough (to maintain congruence with the Al-Qaeda myth) would be Eastern Europe. I’d advise looking for
any militant Muslim mass gatherings of those peoples there.
Harold E. Ford, Jr./Merill Lynch Vice Chairman - He might call for an amero this year due to the weak dollar.
Various so called journalists showed up, including Paul Gigot of the Wall Street Journal, some guy called Zeynep Gogus,
founder of Euractiv.com.tr. The Illuminati love to fund fake groups so it looks as though there is grassroots support for their
agenda. Other fake journalists include Oscar Bronner, publisher and editor of Der Standerd, Matthias Nass, Deputy Editor
of Die Zeit, Flemming Rose, editor of Jyllands Posten, and the foriegn and business correspondents at The Economist.
The Financial Times already published that article by New York Federal Reserve Head Geithner, and we should expect to see
some pieces blasting Ireland for their no vote in the EU. Most of the news representation here is European so we’ll definitely
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see an explosion of EU propaganda or forums for those who are putting it out.
In addition, some pro global warming or cooling fluff, the miracle of the new microchip brought out by Farah’s Center for
Cognitive Neuroscience and scientifically backed by Professor Walter Annenberg. Judging by the recent rapid centralization,
as we can see by Sarkozy trying to integrate even African countries into the EU, we will see in these papers more shilling for
the EU and the Asian Union, so Asian countries can better assist and more efficiently interact in the event of disasters like
Burma and China. Some of these puppets will also come out lauding the concept of a single currency.
Some media barons are there. Charlie Rose came this year. Very eye catching! He will give these puppets a soapbox for selling
us Bilderberg plans, you can bet. Robert Pritchard, the head of Torstar Corp., which owns the Toronto Star. More support
for hate speech laws you will see there, probably supporting the hellish Canadian Human Rights Commission. The head of
French Television and Wire Service Christine Ockrent was there, so we can see some pro Sarkozy stuff, probably putting out
more stuff on that flamboyant wife of his to take the heat off of him. Which was probably what that marriage was really about,
when you look at what she says all the time.
World Bank President Zoellick was there, along with ex-Bank Presidents Wolfowitz and Wolfensohn. Will definitely call
for a world bank and/or global currency.
The genetic freak Richard Perle was there, probably called in to calm down shilling for Iran. Condoleeza Rice was there
pushing for it, but the Europeans were against it. They appear to be more senior than the Americans. Of course they are because
America never won its independence in the staged war with Britain. Just like South Africa is still controlled by Britain through
the Oppenheimers and Rothschilds.
Royal Dutch Shell Chairman Jorma Ollila was in attendance, will probably cut down oil prices in accordance with
Bilderberg fears that things are going to hell too fast.
And some more shockers. Google CEO Eric Schmidt was there. Google gained a bit of buzz in ‘06 when they developed their
sneak and peek through your PC microphone software which let them listen in (and record) what is being said and serves you
ads off of that info. We should see them coming out with more of the same, as well as buying up more companies. A stated
topic by Bilderberg itself was cyberterrorism, which means anyone exposing the agenda. Some Al-CIAda hackers might start
popping up. So I guess Google will start messing around with youtube and the search engine, as well as help develop spying
technology and software this year. Lovely. Possible Internet2 pushing along with Time Warner and Microsoft.
Microsoft Chief Research and Strategy Officer Craig Mundie appeared. This guy is in charge of immediate policy
implementation at Microsoft, so since they haven’t invited the CEO, this suggests a plan that needs to be rushed through fairly
quickly. He holds a master’s in information theory and computer science, which raises my hairs because when I looked up on
Wikipedia what information theory is I found a section of the entry that said: “The field is at the intersection of mathematics,
statistics, computer science, physics, neurobiology, and electrical engineering. Its impact has been crucial to the success of the
Voyager missions to deep space, the invention of the CD, the feasibility of mobile phones, the development of the Internet, the
study of linguistics and of human perception, the understanding of black holes, and numerous other fields.”
This is just the perfect skill set required to know how a microchip would function, and people would accept it more easily if
they would have some extra enticing features such as internet interfacing or a new way to talk to your friends. The Microsoft
microchip…could it be?
Out of Canada we have Heather Reisman, CEO and Chair of Indigo Books, the largest book chain in Canada, taking her
orders. This chain has engaged in censoring in the past. They removed HItler’s Mein Kampf from the shelves and also issues of
magazines that printed the cartoons of Mohammed. Canada is one of the top repressive countries in the world free speechwise.
They might continue doing even more censorship this year. Might start censoring anti North American Union or anti
immigration books and magazines. They are one of the top 100 employers in Canada so they might use that position to crush
Canada and start outsourcing jobs to South America or Mexico. Big layoffs may be in the works.
Not many people cover the individual Bilderbergers themselves. If anyone has any info confirming any of this, or any other
police state/world government statements or activities by Bilderberg attendees, just send it in to stefobes@gmail.com and it’ll
be posted on the Bilderberg Watch area.
Posted in Bilderberg Watch. Tags: bilderberg, bilderberg group, charlie rose, cyprus, eric schmidt, eu, european union, gas
prices, global government, google, greece, illuminati, microchip, microchipping, microsoft, neocons, new world order, news,
nicolas sarkozy, nwo, oil prices, paul wolfowitz, robert zoellick, Science, tom daschle, turkey, world bank, world news.
See original link for Reader Comments
http://warofillusions.wordpress.com/2008/06/23/my-analysis-of-bilderberg-2008/

----- Original Message ----From: Stefan Fobes
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To: Ken Adachi
Sent: Wednesday, July 02, 2008
Subject: Article I wrote on things discussed at Bilderberg that are now headline news events
Hey, Ken! Thanks for the promo there.That meant a lot there. I did a little follow up on Bilderberg afterwards and found some events
occured which relate to what was discussed there. Piled it all into an article.
***
Earlier this week, in my analysis of Bilderberg 2008 and what it held for the world this year, I pondered on whether there would be
Al-CIAda hackers let loose, as cyberterrorism was being discussed this time. And yesterday, some hackers messed around and made
the official sites of the organizations overseeing the web’s key routing infrastructure and domain name regulation systems point to a
site displaying this message: “You think that you control the domains but you don’t! Everybody knows wrong. We control the
domains including ICANN! Don’t you believe us?”
Did a ten year old write that? Oh…oh….uh….you buh…believe us don’t you? This is exactly like the 9/11 “cellphone” call from
Flight 93 where someone called passenger Mark Bingham’s mother and said, hi this is Mark Bingham, and then when asked by
Bingham’s mother who the guys were that they said had a bomb on the plane, they asked, You believe me, don’t you? Voice cloning
technology has long ago been perfected by governments. Here’s a bit from the Washington Post:
“Gentlemen! We have called you together to inform you that we are going to overthrow the United States government.”
So begins a statement being delivered by Gen. Carl W. Steiner, former Commander-in-chief, U.S. Special Operations
Command.
At least the voice sounds amazingly like him.
But it is not Steiner. It is the result of voice “morphing” technology developed at the Los Alamos National Laboratory in
New Mexico.
By taking just a 10-minute digital recording of Steiner’s voice, scientist George Papcun is able, in near real time, to
clone speech patterns and develop an accurate facsimile. Steiner was so impressed, he asked for a copy of the tape.
Continues with some stuff about psyops, which is exactly what, among other things, 9/11 and this “hacker attack” was. Whoever did
it claimed to be the NetDevilz and said they were Turkish. Please! Any hacker good enough to hit these critical websites would know
that the NSA and other government agencies have the capability to trace their location in under an hour, and be at their door in six
more hours at best. There were two high school kids in New York who emailed Homeland Security last year as a prank and death
threated Bush, and in just four hours Secret Service agents swooped in and arrested them. That’s the reality of things. Corporate
websites and the CIA and FBI’s sites have been hit and defaced many times over the years and the people who did it never have
revealed anything personal like country of origin, most times not even the name of the crew that they run with. It’s like I’m watching
some fake Hollywood movie where some 13 year old on his mom’s laptop takes down the whole government. They treat us like total
idiots and it has to stop.
http://warofillusions.wordpress.com/2008/06/27/bilderberg-strikes-again-hackers-the-net-blondes-and-the-european-war-on-freedom/
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